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Sort 2D Shapes

Label your groups.

Sort 2D Shapes

Adult Guidance with Question Prompts

For this activity, children use a selection of the 2D shape cards. 

(Alternatively, flat plastic shapes can be used. If so, emphasise that these 

are representations of 2D shapes whereas 2D shapes are drawings of 

shapes which can’t be held.)

What shapes have you got?

Can you name them?

How could you sort them?

Encourage children to think about the properties of shape they have 

learnt so far - number of sides, number of vertices and vertical lines of 

symmetry. Children may also sort by colour or size, as appropriate. They 

could sort their shapes into two groups using labels like ‘squares’ and ‘not 

squares’ or they could sort into several groups, for example ‘triangles’, 

‘squares’ and ‘circles’.

How many different ways can you sort the shapes?

Can you write labels for your friend’s groups?

Some children may be able to use intersecting Venn diagrams and find 

shapes with two common properties.

Are there any shapes that could go in both groups?

Sort your 2D shapes into groups.

How many different 
ways can you find to 
sort your shapes?
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Sort 2D Shapes
Sort 2D Shapes

Adult Guidance with Question Prompts

This activity uses a Carroll diagram to sort 2D shapes. Children should 

label the groups using the top row of the diagram, thinking about how the 

shapes have been sorted.

Describe the shapes in the left-hand box.

What do they have in common?

Describe the shapes in the right-hand box.

What are their properties?

What do they have in common?

What labels could you use to describe these groups? 

Can you think of another shape that could belong in each group?

Why have you chosen that one?

Can you draw it?

Can you think of other ways we could sort the same shapes?

What labels would you give those groups?

How have these shapes been sorted?

What other shapes could go in each part? 

How else could you sort these shapes?

Make labels for each group. 

Label each group.
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Sort 2D Shapes
Sort 2D Shapes

Adult Guidance with Question Prompts

Children use an intersecting Venn diagram to sort 2D shapes, using the 

properties they have learnt. They think about which shapes will have 

properties in common. They also need to investigate what other shapes 

they could add to the diagram. Children may want to use a mirror to help 

them check for lines of symmetry.

What type of shapes will go in the left circle?

What about the right?

Why are the circles overlapping?

What type of shapes could go in the middle?

Look at the shapes on your sheet. Where will each one go?

Why?

Can the oval go in the middle? Why not?

What other shapes can you think of that could go in each section of 

this diagram?

Could you draw your own shape that has no vertical line of symmetry?

Sort these 2D shapes using the Venn diagram.

1 vertical line  
of symmetry

4 vertices

Add one more shape to each section.visit twinkl.com
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African shields: 

Look at these pictures of some African shields. Then create your own! Remember to look carefully at the 

shapes, patterns and colours. 

  

 

 



Emotional ways 
to bully:

What might someone 

being bullied feel?

How might 

someone who is being 

bullied, act?

Verbal ways to bully: What might someone being 

bullied think?

Physical ways to bully:
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Draw the 2D Shape
Read the clues below. Write the name of the 2D shape. Draw the 2D shape in the box.

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer:                                

visit twinkl.iePage 1 of 2



I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer:                                

I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer:                                

visit twinkl.iePage 2 of 2



Draw the 2D Shape
Read the clues below. Write the name of the 2D shape. Draw the 2D shape in the box.

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer:                                
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I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer:                                

I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer:                                

I have five sides. I have five corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                
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I have six sides. I have six corners.  
My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                

I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. Two sides are long.  

Two sides are short. I have two pairs of 
parallel lines and angles.

Answer:                                
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I have four equal sides.  

My opposite sides are equal.  
My opposite angles are equal.

Answer:                                

visit twinkl.iePage 4 of 4



Draw the 2D Shape
Read the clues below. Write the name of the 2D shape. Draw the 2D shape in the box.

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer:                                

I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer:                                
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I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer:                                

I have five sides. I have five corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                

I have six sides. I have six corners.  
My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                
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I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. Two sides are long. Two 

sides are short. I have two pairs of parallel 
lines and angles.

Answer:                                

I have four equal sides. My opposite sides 
are equal. My opposite angles are equal.

Answer:                                
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I have three sides. I have three corners. 

My sides are straight. Two of my sides 

are equal.

Answer:                                

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight. All of my sides 

are equal.

Answer:                                

I have three sides. I have three corners. 

My sides are straight. Two of my sides 

are equal.

Answer:                                
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I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer:                                

I have eight sides. I have eight corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. Two of my sides are 

parallel. The other two sides are not.

Answer:                                
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Draw the 2D Shape 
Answers

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight.

Answer: triangle

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer: square

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer: rectangle

visit twinkl.iePage 1 of 2



I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer: circle

I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer: semicircle

visit twinkl.iePage 2 of 2



I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight.

Answer: triangle

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer: square

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer: rectangle

Draw the 2D Shape 
Answers
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I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer: circle

I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer: semicircle

I have five sides. I have five corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer: pentagon
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I have six sides. I have six corners.  
My sides are all straight.

Answer: hexagon

I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer: oval

I have four sides. Two sides are long.  

Two sides are short. I have two pairs of 
parallel lines and angles.

Answer: parallelogram
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I have four equal sides.  

My opposite sides are equal.  
My opposite angles are equal.

Answer: rhombus

visit twinkl.iePage 4 of 4



I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer: square 

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer: rectangle

I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer: circle

Draw the 2D Shape 
Answers
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I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer: semicircle

I have five sides. I have five corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer: pentagon

I have six sides. I have six corners.  
My sides are all straight.

Answer: hexagon

visit twinkl.iePage 2 of 5



I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer: oval

I have four sides. Two sides are long. Two 

sides are short. I have two pairs of parallel 
lines and angles.

Answer: parallelogram

I have four equal sides. My opposite sides 
are equal. My opposite angles are equal.

Answer: rhombus

visit twinkl.iePage 3 of 5



I have three sides. I have three corners. 

My sides are straight. Two of my sides 

are equal.

Answer: scalene triangle

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight. All of my sides 

are equal.

Answer: equilateral triangle

I have three sides. I have three corners. 

My sides are straight. Two of my sides 

are equal.

Answer: isosceles triangle
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I have eight sides. I have eight corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer: octagon

I have four sides. Two of my sides are 

parallel. The other two sides are not.

Answer: trapezium
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Living, Dead and Never Alive - How Can You Tell?

Draw your item:

Is it living, dead or has it never been alive?
How can you tell? Give three reasons:

1. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

3. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

Draw your item:

Is it living, dead or has it never been alive?
How can you tell? Give three reasons:

1. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

3. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

Draw your item:

Is it living, dead or has it never been alive?
How can you tell? Give three reasons:

1. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

3. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

Science | Year 2 | Living Things and Their Habitats | Living, Dead or Never Alive | Lesson 1

Group Names:
1. ________________________________________________________________      3. ________________________________________________________________   

2. ________________________________________________________________      4. ________________________________________________________________   
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Repeating Patterns
Can you continue the patterns below?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Repeating Patterns Answers
Can you continue the patterns below?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Story Map – Leopards Drum  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once upon a time… 

Finally… 



 



Using your edited story map based on ‘The Leopards Drum that you made yesterday’, can 

you write your own story. This should still follow the order of events that took place in 

‘Leopards Drum’ but should include the things you have changed (e.g. a lion instead of a 

leopard, a magic pen instead of a drum etc.) The story has been started for you below.  

 

Once upon a time there lived a ………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


